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Abstract  
The Voltage Source Converter based Multi-Terminal high voltage Direct Current 
transmission system (VSC-MTDC) is currently considered as an attractive 
technical option for increased transmission capacity and improved controllability 
and flexibility of an electric power grid, thanks to its unique performance 
characteristics, and the possibility of using the extruded XLPE cables. In the 
planning process of embedding a VSC-MTDC system into an ac transmission grid, 
one must assess the potential values in terms of improved energy efficiency, i.e., 
reduction of power losses and generation costs. This economic assessment will be 
a determining feasibility factor of such an option.  
Towards this end, this thesis proposes a Mixed ac/dc Optimal Power Flow model 
(M-OPF) where the traditional ac OPF model is extended to incorporate a detailed 
steady-state VSC-MTDC system model. In the M-OPF model, the power flow 
equations of both ac and VSC-MTDC systems are solved simultaneously, and the 
fundamental technical limits of VSC (the maximum VSC valve current and the 
maximum dc voltage) are used as operation constraints of VSC stations. A cost-
benefit approach using the M-OPF model as the calculation “engine” is proposed 
to determine the preferred VSC-MTDC alternatives in the transmission expansion 
planning process. In this approach, the operational benefits from using VSC-
MTDC systems are evaluated against their investment costs to derive the Benefit-
to-Cost Ratios (BCR) which reflect the cost-effectiveness of the alternatives.  
Case studies are conducted using the Nordic 32-bus system to investigate the 
capability of the VSC-MTDC system in reducing the generation costs and the 
power losses. The results of these case studies have revealed that the magnitudes 
of these reductions are very much dependent on the configuration and location of 
the embedded VSC-MTDC system. The reduction of the generation costs is 
mainly due to the fact that the VSC-MTDC system enhances transmission 
capacity by its capability of providing controlled reactive power support and 
mitigating heavily loaded ac transmission lines. The reduction of the power losses 
is a trade-off result between the reduced transmission losses by using VSC-MTDC 
system and the extra power losses introduced by VSC stations. A long-term 
transmission expansion planning exercise is also conducted using the same study 
cases to identify the preferred VSC-MTDC alternatives based on the calculated 
BCR values of all VSC-MTDC alternatives. The study results show that the 
alternatives with high benefits may not necessarily have high BCRs when the 
investment costs are considered.  
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
This chapter presents a short introduction of High Voltage Direct Current 
(HVDC) technology, including both the Current Source Converter based HVDC 
(CSC-HVDC) and Voltage Source Converter based HVDC (VSC-HVDC). Their 
technical characteristics are compared. The motivation and main contribution of 
the thesis are highlighted. The organization of the thesis is introduced. The 
publications are listed at the end of the chapter.  
1.1 Historical Background of HVDC 
The first commercial HVDC project in the world was put into operation in 1954 to 
transfer 20 MW electric power with 100 kV direct voltage from the mainland of 
Sweden to the Gotland island using submarine cables. It used the mercury-arc 
valves to convert the electric power between ac and dc forms [1]. Since then, the 
HVDC technology has been developed dramatically. The mercury-arc valves were 
replaced by thyristor valves in the 1970s. The ratings of HVDC projects have been 
gradually increased to 7200 MW with direct voltage ±800 kV in the Jinping-
Sunan HVDC project in China [2]. This type of HVDC technology is called 
Current Source Converter based HVDC (CSC-HVDC) because it is shown as a 
current source to the grid. It is also called Line Commutated Converter based 
HVDC (LCC-HVDC) since thyristors employed as switching devices in the 
converter can only be turned off when the current through it passes zero, therefore, 
it requires line voltage for commutation. 
Since 1990s, a new type of HVDC technology mainly using self-turn-off devices, 
such as Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT), has been developed and applied 
in the electric power system. It is called Voltage Source Converter based HVDC 
(VSC-HVDC) since it can be considered as a voltage source when connected to 
the grid. The first VSC-HVDC test system was field demonstrated in 1997 in 
Hellsjön, Sweden. Then the first commercial project was put into operation also in 
Gotland, Sweden, in 1999 [3]-[5]. Many VSC-HVDC projects have been put into 
operation or are in planning for the near future.  
Today, the HVDC technology can generally be categorized in these two types 
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(CSC- and VSC-HVDC) based on the switching devices employed in the 
converter. Thyristor valves are still used in CSC-HVDC projects, while IGBTs are 
commonly employed in VSC-HVDC projects, even though application of other 
power electronic devices, e.g., Gate Turn-off Thyristor (GTO), is reported in a 
few test projects [6]. Some of the main characteristics of CSC- and VSC-HVDC 
are listed and compared in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1. Comparison of CSC- and VSC-HVDC 
Items CSC-HVDC VSC-HVDC 
Highest rating 7200 MW, ±800 kV (Using overhead line) [2] 
1200 MW, ±320 kV (Using 
cable) [7] 
Average power losses of one 
converter station About 0.75 % About 1 % [8] 
Switching frequency 50 or 60 Hz, the grid frequency More than 1000 Hz for PWM 
Independent control of active 
and reactive power No Yes 
Reactive power support Supplied by shunt capacitor banks Supplied by VSC itself 
Supply to passive networks No Yes 
Power flow direction reverse 
Keep direct current direction 
constant, and change direct 
voltage polarities of two poles 
Keep direct voltage polarities 
constant, and reverse the direct 
current direction 
Multi-terminal configuration System with three-terminals is in operation. [9] 
Theoretically, no limitations 
(under research and 
development) 
 
As can be seen from Table 1.1, the CSC-HVDC has much larger power rating 
than that of VSC-HVDC, which makes it suitable for the high voltage bulk power 
transmission over long distance. A recent example is the Jinping-Sunan HVDC 
project in China as mentioned above. VSC-HVDC can be used for the integration 
of renewable power generation, and supplying power to passive networks. 
Embedding VSC-HVDC in an ac grid results in additional controllability and 
flexibility in the operation of the ac grid [10], [11]. However, due to the lower 
voltage and current ratings of the IGBTs and the relatively higher losses of the 
VSCs make VSC-HVDC applicable for much lower power rating compared to the 
CSC-HVDC, which is currently used in the bulk power transmission applications. 
The multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) system was first developed in the 1980s in 
the Italy–Corsica–Sardinia HVDC project [12]. Another MTDC system is the 
Quebec–New England project [9], transferring hydro power from Canada to USA. 
Both of these MTDC systems are CSC-HVDCs. However, the application of 
MTDC system using CSCs is, technically and operationally, limited because the 
direct current is always flowing in one direction between two converter terminals. 
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Reversing the direction of the dc power flow between any two terminals can only 
be achieved by reversing the polarity of the dc voltage. This implies sophistication 
in the coordination of control and operation among terminals. 
When VSCs are used in the MTDC system, the coordination of control and 
operation among terminals will be much easier compared to CSCs because the dc 
power flow is changed by changing the direct current direction and no need to 
change the polarities of direct voltage. Connecting a new VSC station to an 
existing VSC-HVDC system is like connecting an ac substation to an ac grid. 
Some VSC-MTDC projects have been planned or under construction. For 
example, the “South West Link” project was planned as a three terminal VSC-
MTDC system [13], [14], even though its third terminal has been cancelled 
recently because of market reasons. VSC-MTDC systems connecting offshore 
wind farms are also proposed and studied, e.g., the offshore dc grid in the North 
Sea [15], [16].  
1.2 Background and Objectives of the Thesis 
As introduced in Section 1.1, the VSC-MTDC system has been considered as an 
alternative in the integration of offshore wind farms and in reinforcement of the 
aging electric power grid. The main motivation of using VSC-MTDC system in 
the transmission grid comes from new challenges in the operation and 
reinforcement of the traditional ac transmission grid. For example, the integration 
of large-scale renewable power resources increases the uncertainty of power 
generation; the interconnected electric power market requires more flexible power 
flow control; and the public pressure due to the environment impact of overhead 
transmission lines results in difficulties in the reinforcement of the aging 
transmission infrastructure system [17], [18]. VSC-MTDC has a great positive 
potential in dealing with these challenges thanks to its specific performance 
characteristics as shown in Table 1.1 and summarized in [10] and [19], e.g., 
providing flexibility and controllability in managing active and reactive power 
flows, and possibility of using extruded XLPE cables. Furthermore, the VSC-
MTDC is capable of providing additional controllability in the transmission 
system. VSC-MTDC system can, therefore, enhance the system operation since it 
can affect the power flow of the connected ac grid across a much larger area 
compared to the two-terminal VSC-HVDC system.  
When a VSC-MTDC system is considered as an alternative in reinforcement 
projects of a transmission grid, and is embedded into an existing ac transmission 
grid, a key issue will be evaluation of its potential contribution in optimizing the 
operation of the mixed ac/dc grid, e.g., minimizing the generation cost and total 
system losses. The main objectives of this research reported in this thesis are to 
develop an approach to evaluate the benefits of using an embedded VSC-MTDC 
system in an ac grid. Thus, to optimize the transmission expansion planning and 
the operation of the mixed ac/dc grid based on VSC-MTDC. The current study 
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focuses on the steady state condition of the electric transmission grid, such as the 
Optimal Power Flow (OPF) of the mixed ac/dc grid. 
1.3 Main Contributions  
The main contributions of this research are the following: 
a) Extension of the traditional ac OPF to incorporate VSC-MTDC.  
b) Evaluation of the benefits of embedded VSC-MTDC systems in generation 
cost and power loss minimization. 
c) Development of a benefit-cost analysis approach for transmission 
expansion planning to evaluate and compare the economics of different 
VSC-MTDC system alternatives. 
1.4 Organization of the thesis report 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
 Chapter 1 introduces a historical background of HVDC technologies, the 
motivation and objectives of this thesis.  
 Chapter 2 describes technical details of VSC-MTDC which includes the 
VSC topologies and modulation, control and operation principles. These 
details are the foundation of the VSC-MTDC model proposed in Chapter 4.  
 Chapter 3 introduces the traditional ac OPF and the transmission 
expansion planning. 
 Chapter 4 presents the extended OPF model incorporating a steady-state 
model of the VSC-MTDC system.  
 Chapter 5 presents the analysis of the capability of the VSC-MTDC 
system in reduction of system generation cost and power transmission 
losses. 
 Chapter 6 proposes a cost-benefit approach for the evaluation of the 
effectiveness of using the embedded VSC-MTDC in an existing ac grid.   
 Chapter 7 concludes the report with final conclusions and future work. 
1.5 List of publications 
The following papers have been published based on this thesis. The key issues 
addressed in the papers are summarized in Table 1.2. 
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[I] F. Wang, L. Bertling, T. Le, A. Mannikoff, and A. Bergman, "An 
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Symposium, Bologna, Italy, Sept. 2011. 
[II] F. Wang, T. Le, L. Bertling, A. Mannikoff, and A. Bergman, "A Cost-
Benefit Analysis of The Multi-Terminal VSC-HVDC Embedded in an AC 
Transmission System Using a Proposed Mixed AC/DC Optimal Power 
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Table 1.2. Contents of papers 
 Literature 
review M-OPF 
Generation 
cost analysis 
Power loss 
analysis 
Cost-benefit 
approach 
[I] X     
[II] X X X  X 
[III] X X  X  
[IV] X X X X X 
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Chapter 2  
VSC-HVDC Technologies: State-of-
the-Art  
This chapter reviews technical details of VSC-HVDC (including VSC-MTDC),  
e.g., system configuration, VSC topologies and modulation methods, control and 
operation principles. These technical details are the foundation of the VSC-MTDC 
steady-stage model, which will be presented in Chapter 4. 
2.1 Configuration and Station Equipment  
2.1.1 Configuration of VSC-HVDC 
The configuration of a VSC-HVDC system can generally be divided into two 
types, symmetric configuration and asymmetric configuration [7]. Figure 2.1 
depicts these two configurations.  
Symmetric configuration is a commonly used configuration of VSC-HVDC 
system as show in Figure 2.1. In this configuration, the midpoint of the dc side of 
the converter is grounded, and two poles connecting to the converter transmit 
balanced power with the same direct voltage magnitude but opposite voltage 
polarities.  
Asymmetric configuration is introduced recently for VSC-HVDC system by 
adopting some advantages of bipolar configuration of CSC-HVDC system [7]. In 
this configuration, two converters are connected in series at one station, and the 
connection point is grounded. Therefore, the dc side of each converter has 
asymmetric direct voltage, from zero to positive or negative direct pole voltage. 
Two converters can be operated separately. Therefore, the whole VSC-HVDC 
system can be operated in either bipolar or monopolar configuration, which 
increases the reliability of power transmission. 
2.1.2 Station Equipment  
The following equipment may be included in a VSC-HVDC system based on the  
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Figure 2.1 Configuration of VSC-HVDC system: a) Symmetric; b) Asymmetric. 
VSC types: 
 VSCs are the core component of VSC-HVDC, which convert the power 
between ac and dc forms.  
 Phase reactors reduce the harmonic contents of the ac voltage generated by 
a VSC. Meanwhile, it also supplies the control of active and reactive 
power, which will be described in Section 2.3. 
 AC filters provide the high-pass filter of the ac voltage for the harmonic 
components because of the switching operation of IGBTs.  
 Transformers are used to connect the VSC and ac grid. The on-load tap 
changer is usually equipped to adjust the voltage at the filter bus within the 
required range.  
 DC capacitors provide a low inductive path for the turned-off current when 
IGBTs are operated. Meanwhile, they store energy for the dc voltage 
control. When more energy is stored, the dc voltage is higher, and vice 
versa. 
DC line
AC Grid
DC line
AC Grid
AC Grid AC Grid
DC line
a) Symmetric configuration
b) Asymmetric configuration
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 DC cable used for VSC-HVDC is an extruded polymer insulated type, 
which is light and oil free compared with e.g., traditional oil paper 
insulation cables. 
Other equipment used in a VSC station could be: ac breakers, measurement 
devices, cooling system, etc. Detailed description of equipment for VSC-HVDC 
can be found in [7], [19].  
It should be noted that when Multi Modular Converter (MMC) is used, the ac 
filter may not be needed because the ac voltage wave form generated by VSC 
could be very close to a sinusoidal wave form [20].  
2.2 Topology and Modulation of VSC 
2.2.1 VSC Topologies 
The two-level converter with the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) method is the 
first type of voltage source converter used in the electric power system, shown in 
Figure 2.2. Two-level means that the alternating voltage generated by VSC at its 
ac terminal has two voltage levels, positive and negative direct voltages, because 
of the switching operation. The typical two-level converter uses series-connected 
IGBTs as the switch device to share the high blocking voltage. Anti-parallel 
freewheeling diodes ensure four-quadrant operation of the converter.  
 
Figure 2.2. Topology of a two-level converter. 
The two-level converter has a simple topology compared to other VSC types, e.g., 
three-level converter. However, its major drawback is the high power loss due to 
the high switching frequency using PWM. In order to reduce the VSC losses, 
many other VSC topologies are proposed, especially multilevel topologies [21], 
[22]. Multilevel means that more than two voltage levels can be obtained. Take a 
three-level diode-clamped Neutral-Point-Clamped (NPC) converter [23] as an 
example, shown in Figure 2.3, it supplies one more voltage level by adding two 
grounded clamping diode on the basis of two-level topology. Because each phase 
of the converter has three voltage levels, positive dc terminal, negative dc terminal, 
and the intermediate dc voltage, the alternating voltage wave shape is closed to a 
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sinusoidal. Therefore, the total harmonic content and switching losses will be 
decreased. This feature further benefits the required ac filter rating. Theoretically, 
a higher number of voltage levels will further help in the harmonic and switching 
loss reduction. But converters with more than three levels are not considered in 
the HVDC application because of certain engineering reasons, such as insulation 
and cooling problems [24].  
 
Figure 2.3. One phase of a three-level NPC. 
A new VSC topology, Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) using cascaded 
connection logic, is developed [25]-[27] and applied recently in VSC-HVDC 
projects [20]. Compared with the other types of multilevel converters, the MMC 
does not have a common capacitor connecting dc buses. Different types of 
modules are used in MMC. Figure 2.4 shows the MMC with half-bridge module 
[28] and full-bridge module [29]. The operation principle of MMC with the 
cascaded connection method is explained below using half-bridge module type as 
an example. Each half-bridge module consists of two valves and can be switched 
in three modes as described below: 
 
Figure 2.4. Modular multilevel converter topology: a) half bridge module, b) full bridge 
module, c) one phase of a MMC. 
S1
S2
S1
S2
S3
S4
SM1
SM2
SMn
SMn
SM2
SM1
...
...
SM
SM
a)
b) c)
+
-
+
-
+Vdc
-Vdc
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1) When S1 is turned on and S2 is turned off, the capacitor is inserted into the 
circuit. The module contributes with voltage to the phase voltage.  
2) When S1 is turned off and S2 is turned on, the capacitor is bypassed.  
3) When S1 and S2 are both turned off, the module is blocked when the 
capacitor voltage is higher than outside voltage. 
Compared to the half-bridge module, the full-bridge module can supply extra 
flexibility in operating VSC. For example, the fault current in the dc side can be 
cut off by turning off all the IGBTs [30], [31]; the dc voltage can be quickly 
switched to zero by shifting the voltage polarity of a module opposite to adjacent 
ones, etc. However, more IGBTs are needed for the full-bridge module, which 
increases the device cost and the switching losses in the normal operation mode.  
MMC is an attractive topology for HVDC application. The cascaded connection 
method permits each module, theoretically, to switch on and off only once per 
period. Thus, the switching losses are greatly reduced. On the other hand, the 
output waveform is function of the number of the cascaded modules. For example, 
200 cascaded modules are used in each converter arm of a 400 MW MMC [32]. 
This results in a very small harmonic content of the voltage, meaning that it is not 
necessary to include an ac filter in a HVDC station. Line to neutral voltage 
waveforms of two-level converter, three-level converter, and MMC are shown in 
Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5. Line to neutral voltage waveform of three converters types: (Upper) Two-
level converter, (Middle) Three-level converter, (Lower) MMC [24]. 
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2.2.2 Modulation Methods 
Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) is the basic modulation method of VSC [33]. By 
comparing a reference sinusoidal voltage waveform to a saw tooth waveform, 
IGBTs can be controlled to switch on or off at the right instant, and the voltage 
output is therefore generated at the VSC ac terminal bus, which contains the 
fundamental frequency from the reference voltage waveform and much higher 
frequency harmonics. After an ac filter, the high frequency harmonic is removed 
and the desired sinusoidal voltage is obtained. Figure 2.6 shows these voltage 
waveforms. By changing the magnitude and phase angle of the reference voltage 
waveform, the magnitude and phase angle of the VSC ac voltage output will be 
changed correspondingly.  
 
Figure 2.6. Waveforms of PWM. 
When a VSC is used in the electric power system, it usually works in an under 
modulation condition to avoid high harmonic components [33], i.e., the peak 
value of the sinusoidal reference voltage is not higher than the peak value of the 
saw tooth curve. However, the VSC cannot fully utilized the dc voltage to 
generate the sufficient ac voltage at the grid side by using the under modulation 
method [33], [34]. In order to improve the output voltage, the third harmonic is 
injected into the fundamental voltage as the reference voltage waveform, and 15 % 
higher ac voltage output can be expected compared to the normal PWM method 
[33]-[35]. Meanwhile, the third harmonic is not transferred to the ac grid when the 
transformer is delta connected. For multi-level converter or MMC, the Selective 
Harmonic Elimination (SHE) is an effective method to reduce the total harmonic 
distortion [36]-[40]. If IGBTs is switched on or off at specific instant, a specific 
harmonic can be eliminated, which benefits the rating of required ac filter. 
Moreover, the power loss because of harmonics will be reduced by using SHE, 
which contributes to the reduction of the VSC total power loss.  
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2.3 Modeling, Control, and Operation of VSC-
HVDC 
2.3.1 Modeling of VSC 
A large number of papers can be found about the modeling and control of VSC-
HVDC from different points of view, some of which are in [41]-[46]. Generally, 
the VSC can be treated as an equivalent ideal voltage source seen from the ac grid 
side, and an equivalent current source seen from the dc side as shown in Figure 
2.7. The VSC control system has the freedom to specify the magnitude, phase, and 
frequency of the produced ac voltage at the VSC ac terminal, while the dc voltage 
can be controlled at the dc side. Although various topologies are proposed, a VSC 
can always be treated as an equivalent ideal voltage source seen from the ac grid 
side, no matter which topology is used. Certainly, it should be noted that the ideal 
voltage source model may not be detailed enough for the fast transients, e.g., 
electromagnetic transient study types, which requires a more detailed modeling of 
the VSC. 
 
Figure 2.7. Equivalent voltage and current source model of VSC.  
When a VSC connects to an ac grid via phase reactors, the VSC, phase reactors, 
and the ac bus at grid side can be considered as an equivalent two-port ac 
transmission network as shown in Figure 2.8. The active and reactive power 
injection to the ac grid bus can be calculated by Eq. (2-1) and (2-2) when only the 
voltage and current of fundamental frequency are considered.  
 
Figure 2.8. Equivalent two-port transmission network at VSC ac side.  
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2.3.2 Control of VSC 
From Eq. (2-1) and (2-2), a basic control method of VSC can be obtained: the 
active and reactive power injection from VSC to the ac grid can be controlled by 
controlling the magnitude and phase angle of the VSC output voltage at the ac 
terminal. This control method is called voltage-angle control or power-angle 
control [47], [48]. Figure 2.9 shows the structure of the voltage-angle control 
method. Three variable, (voltage magnitude, phase angle, and frequency) are 
controlled separately by three controllers, Reactive Power Controller (RPC), 
Active Power Controller (APC), and Phase Lock Loop (PLL). 
 
Figure 2.9. Block diagram of the power-angle control. 
Another control method in the VSC-HVDC application is the vector current 
control [49]-[51]. Its basic principle is to independently control the active and 
reactive power injection from the VSC to the ac grid by controlling the decoupled 
current vector of the phase reactors in a d-q frame. The structure of the vector 
current control is shown in Figure 2.10. A PLL is used to align the d-q frame with 
the grid voltage in order to synchronize the VSC to the ac grid. Compared to the 
voltage-angle control method, vector current control can limit the valve current 
during a fault. Thus, valves are protected from high fault current, and converter 
block can be avoided. 
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Figure 2.10. Block diagram of the vector current control. 
Besides the controllers described in the above, some controllers are used to 
complement other VSC control functions. An unbalanced current control method 
is reported to work under unbalanced network condition in [52] by combining two 
controllers in both positive and negative d-q frames. Reference [45] studied the 
power-frequency control mode when a VSC is connected to an islanded network.  
The hierarchical structure of the control system is usually used in the commercial 
VSC-HVDC project. The whole control system of VSC is split into different 
layers with different control blocks to perform different control functions. A 
typical control system introduced in [53] consists of three layers: converter control 
layer, auxiliary control layer, and system control layer. Figure 2.11 shows the 
structure of the whole control system. The core part of the converter control layer 
is the inner current control assisted by other foundational control functions, such 
as the ac/dc voltage control. The functions of this control layer ensure smooth 
operation of the converter by receiving power/voltage order references from 
operators and supplying correct reference voltage to the converter. The application 
control layer includes the control functions of power flow control, reactive power 
control, frequency control, and so on. The operation mode of converters will be 
determined by this layer. The system layer controllers establish the functions for 
achieving bulk electric grid objectives, such as the power flow control, congestion 
management, and voltage support.  
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Figure 2.11. Hierarchical control system structure of VSC. 
2.3.3 Operation of VSC-HVDC 
When two VSC stations are connected via cables or overhead lines to form a 
VSC-HVDC system, the operation coordination between two VSC stations is 
necessary. Generally, the basic operation principle of a two-terminal VSC-HVDC 
system is to keep the power balance between two VSC stations, and to keep the 
direct voltage as high as possible within accepted limits to minimize the 
transmission loss through the dc links. Usually, one VSC station controls the dc 
voltage and the other VSC station controls the active power injection to the ac grid. 
The reactive power injection/absorbed between the VSC stations and the ac grid 
can be controlled independently at the two VSC stations [19]. If necessary, the 
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frequency of the ac grid can be controlled instead of the active power, and the 
reactive power control can be replaced by ac voltage control [54]. 
The normal operation of the VSC is, in principle, constrained by the maximum 
current through VSC valves and the maximum dc voltage [19], [55]. The former 
determines the maximum VSC apparent power limit, and the latter defines the 
VSC reactive power output limit. Usually, the VSC active and reactive power 
outputs are controlled on the Point of Common Connection (PCC) bus or the ac 
filter bus. The operation constraints of VSC are also applied on these two buses. 
Take ac filter bus as an example, the constraints are formed by Equations (2-3) 
and (2-4) if the resistances of phase reactors are neglected. Figure 2.12 shows the 
VSC operation area with capability limits. 
 
ff rS V I  (2-3) 
  2 f cjr f cf fQ B V V V e        (2-4) 
 
Figure 2.12. Operation area of VSC with limitations. 
2.4 Control and Operation of VSC-MTDC 
An example of a considered three-terminal VSC-HVDC system is shown in 
Figure 2.13. Three ac grids are connected by three VSC stations and two dc links.  
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Figure 2.13. Configuration of a three terminal VSC-HVDC system. 
The operation principle of a two-terminal VSC-HVDC system described in 
Section 1.3 is also suitable to the VSC-MTDC system. However, two basic 
questions shall be considered since the dc power flow within the VSC-MTDC 
system is more complicated than that of the two-terminal VSC-HVDC system. 
One question is how to keep the power balance among all dc terminals, and the 
other question is how to keep the direct voltage at all terminals within limits. 
Therefore, one more control function is needed for the VSC-MTDC system to 
coordinate the power exchange of all terminals in order to keep the power balance 
and compensate system losses.  
A voltage margin control is proposed in [6] and [16], which is shown in Figure 
2.14. The basic idea of the voltage margin control is that one VSC station controls 
the direct voltage, and all other VSC stations control the power exchange with a 
certain freedom of dc voltage variation at their own terminal. The VSC station 
regulating the dc voltage has to compensate the unbalanced power exchange of all 
other VSC stations and the overall dc power losses. However, during a fault 
period, the unbalanced power exchange may be far beyond the direct voltage 
control ability of each VSC station, and the direct voltage may not be controlled 
any more.  
In order to strengthen the dc voltage control ability, the voltage droop control is 
proposed [56], [57] as shown in Figure 2.15. By applying a voltage-power droop 
in more than one VSC station, these stations share the total unbalanced power 
exchange and system losses on the basis of the predefined droop characteristic. 
Therefore, the dc voltage control ability is greatly improved [58], [59].  
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Figure 2.14. Principle of voltage margin control. 
 
Figure 2.15. Principle of voltage droop control. 
A combination of the voltage margin control and voltage droop control together in 
order to get better performance is presented in [60]. The proposed voltage-power 
characteristic is shown in Figure 2.16. 
 
Figure 2.16. Modified voltage droop control. 
2.5 Real Project Examples 
Information of VSC-HVDC projects can be found in the list [61] and [62], 
prepared by IEEE Transmission and Distribution Committee. Some selected 
examples are shown in Appendix A. These projects reflect the development of 
VSC-HVDC technology. The power rating increases from less than 100 MW to 
more than 1000 MW, and the dc voltage level increases from 10kV to 320 kV for 
dc cables, and 350 kV for overhead lines. All these improvements are the results 
of the development of the power electronic switching devices, VSC topologies, 
and control methods 
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Chapter 3  
Brief Review of Optimal Power Flow 
and Transmission Expansion 
Planning 
This chapter reviews the background of Optimal Power Flow (OPF) and 
transmission expansion planning practices. The definition and solution of OPF is 
described. State-of-the-art of transmission expansion planning, and the 
application of cost-benefit analysis in transmission expansion planning are 
introduced. 
3.1 Optimal Power Flow 
Optimal Power Flow (OPF) has been developed since 1962 in order to find the 
optimal solution of the economic dispatch of electric power system [63]. The 
basic principle of OPF problem is to minimize (or maximize) an objective 
function by finding the “best” system state and variable values with respect to 
operational or physical constraints. For example, the system total generation cost 
can be minimized by adjusting the generator power output and other controllable 
variables to a certain value [64]. Nowadays, OPF is commonly used in the 
operation and expansion planning of the electric power system as a powerful tool 
in obtaining optimum system operation states. 
3.1.1 Definition and Formulation of Optimal Power Flow  
A general OPF model of an ac grid can be stated as below [63] [65]: 
  Minimize   ,f x u
 
(3-1) 
Subject to  
  , 0acg x u   (3-2) 
  , 0ach x u   (3-3) 
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 u u u   (3-4) 
where x represent state variables, e.g., ac bus voltage magnitude and angle; u 
represent decision variables, such as generator active power, generator bus voltage; 
f(x, u) represent the objective function, e.g., power generation cost and power 
transmission losses; gac(x, u) are ac power flow equations; hac(x, u) represent 
operational constrains, e.g., currents and voltages limits; u and u  are the physical 
limits of decision variables. 
System generation costs and transmission power losses are two traditional 
objective functions used for the economic dispatch of the generators, and 
economic operation of the transmission grid. Other forms of the objective function 
can also be achieved. For example, the social welfare is usually considered as an 
objective function in the present transmission expansion planning [66]-[68], the 
congestion cost is minimized in the network congestion management [69]. 
Besides the single optimal problem, the multi-objective functions are usually 
needed in some real-world problems, such as the transmission expansion planning 
[66], [70]-[72]. The benefits of using multi-objective function include allowing 
the management and coordination of different objectives, simplifying the decision 
making process, and supplying indications on the consequences of the decision 
[73]. 
Decision variables are system variables controlled by the active devices in an 
electric power system, e.g., the active power output of generators, the voltages at 
generator terminals, the tap positions of transformer on load tap changers, etc. 
Nowadays, more and more power electronic devices are utilized in the electric 
power system, such as the HVDC and FACTS. They provide more controllability 
of the system. In other words, they supply more decision variables of OPF. By 
adjusting these decision variables, an optimized system operation state will be 
achieved. On the contrary, State variables are usually the bus voltage, 
transmission line current, etc. All these state variables change with the change of 
decision variables based on the laws of physics.  
Conventional constraints of OPF include two types, equality and inequality 
constraints. The equality constraints are typically the power flow equations (3-5) 
and (3-6) [63]. The inequality constrains are usually the operation or physical 
limits. For example, transmission line capacity is constrained by its thermal limit, 
and the bus voltages are within their insulation limits, etc. Besides the constraints 
from the traditional electric power system, other constraints should be included in 
OPF for specific studies. For example, the voltage or transient stability constraints 
are necessary when the system is subjected to the risk of voltage instability 
situations [74]-[79]. When power electronic devices are used in the transmission 
grid e.g., HVDC and FACTS, the constraints from these devices shall be included 
in OPF [78], [80]. The OPF incorporating constraints of a VSC-MTDC system 
will be presented in the following sections. In a deregulated environment, the 
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model and constraints of the power market are also an important part of OPF.   
    
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From the power flow equations (3-5) and (3-6), it is clear that the OPF is a 
nonlinear optimization problem. The active and reactive powers on each bus are 
affected by both magnitude and phase angle of the bus voltage. In order to 
simplify the problem, decoupled power flow equations [63] are used in OPF by 
utilizing the weak coupling of the bus voltage magnitude and phase angle in the 
transmission grid [81], [82], and the OPF problem is therefore decomposed into 
two subproblems, P-problem and Q-problem. By assuming constant magnitudes 
of bus voltages, the active power is only affected by the phase angle of bus 
voltages. Therefore, the P-problem is the minimization of generation cost by 
adjusting the active power output from generators. The Q-problem is to minimize 
the active power transmission losses by assuming the constant phase angles of bus 
voltages. The P-problem can be further approximated to a dc OPF because the 
active power is linearly related to the phase angles of bus voltages, just like the 
relationship between power and bus voltage in a dc grid [83], [84]. 
Correspondingly, the OPF using complete power flow equations is called ac OPF.  
3.1.2 Solution Methods 
The electric power system is, generally, large and complex, and could include 
thousands of buses, various types of devices, and strict constraints. Therefore, the 
optimal power flow is a very large and difficult mathematical programming 
problem. Several mathematical approaches have been considered to develop 
reliable solution to the OPF problem reliably. The detailed presentation of these 
approaches can be found in [85]-[87]. A short introduction of some solution 
methods is given below.   
 Linear based Programming (LP) 
The LP formulation requires linearization of the objective function and constraints 
with nonnegative variables, and then the simplex method is applied to solve the 
OPF problem [88]. LP or LP based methods are commonly used in solving the 
OPF problem.  
 Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) 
MIP aims at solving the OPF problem with constraints involving integer variables 
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[89].  It is developed on the basis of LP, and is employed to solve typical OPF 
problems with discrete variables, such as tap changer positions, breaker statues, 
etc.  
 Non-Linear Programming (NLP) 
NLP deals with problems with nonlinear objective and constraint functions. The 
ac OPF is a typical nonlinear problem because of the nonlinearity of the power 
flow equations. NLP has two types, constraint NLP and unconstraint NLP. The 
constraint NLP can be transferred to unconstraint NLP using Lagrangian or 
penalty function methods. Many algebraic programming methods can be 
employed for the unconstraint NLP. A simplified gradient descent algorithm is 
firstly presented in [64] in solving NLP. The further development of NLP can be 
found in [90]-[92].  
 Quadratic Programming (QP) 
QP is a special form of NLP which is proposed firstly in [93]. It solves the OPF 
problem with the quadratic objective function and linear constraints. Further 
improvements of this method can be found in [94], [95].  
 Interior Point method (IP) 
IP handles both linear and nonlinear optimization problems, whose basic idea is to 
search for an optimal point in a feasible region [96]. Some improved IP method 
are proposed, such as the Predictor Corrector Primal Dual Interior Point Method 
(PCPDIPM) for solving the optimal reactive power flow [97], and the Step-
Controlled primal-dual Interior Point Method (SCIPM) to enhance the 
convergence of market-based OPF computation [98].   
Besides the classical optimization methods introduced in the above, some 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods are also employed in solving the OPF 
problem in order to get better optimal solutions and lower the sensitivity to initial 
conditions. These AI methods include Genetic Algorithm method (GA) [99], 
Evolutionary Programming (EP) [100], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [101], 
etc. 
Optimization software and solvers which can be used in the modeling and solving 
the OPF problem can be found as both commercial version or free version. For 
example, General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) is a general mathematic 
modeling software, which is designed for modeling linear, nonlinear and mixed 
integer optimization problems [102]. The defined OPF model in GAMS is solved 
by calling solvers. Some electric power system analysis software also supply OPF 
package to solve OPF problems, such as MatPower, PSS/E, etc. 
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3.2 Transmission Expansion Planning Methods 
3.2.1 State of the art 
The transmission expansion planning is characterized by its complex and multi-
object feature. The development of the electric power market and the renewable 
power generation within decades make it even more complex.  
Before the deregulation, the electric power system was vertically integrated. The 
generation, transmission, and distribution parts are centrally managed by one 
operator. The decision on expansion projects was based on the both generation 
and transmission cost minimization principle [103] with the satisfaction of the 
system steady-state and dynamic technical constraints to make sure the adequate 
and reliable power supply and the system economic operation. In the deregulated 
electricity market, which started around the end of the 90th, the generation, 
transmission, and distribution systems are separated as independently managed 
parts from one complete power system. The Transmission System Operators 
(TSOs) are only responsible to the transmission system in some countries. 
Meanwhile, the electricity power market appears and has shown its power in the 
development of the electric power system. Therefore, the expansion of the 
transmission system is driven by market based initiatives, and the objects focus on 
the maximum social welfare by increasing transmission capacity to allow the most 
efficient use of generation, and the maximum system reliability and security of 
power supply and fostering market [66].  
The whole process of the transmission expansion planning usually includes the 
following steps [66] as shown in Figure 3.1. In the first step, the scenarios are 
prepared by forecasting the changes of the load demand, power exchange between 
countries during the planning horizon, and other factors, e.g., the economic, policy, 
public options, etc. The system simulation and studies to check the security and 
adequacy of the system operation and power supplying in both steady and 
dynamic states are carried out in the second step on the basis of the prepared 
scenarios. The studies generally take into account the N-1 criterion or even N-2 
criterion in specific cases to check if there are any violations of the operation 
limits, e.g., bus voltage limits, transmission capacity limits, etc., during 
contingencies. The results of the system studies will address the specific problems 
of the existing system, and suggest the preliminary expansion requirements and 
solutions for the problems using different methods or technologies. Then, the cost 
benefit analysis approach will be used to evaluate the techno-economic indices of 
all suggested expansion solutions. The preferred expansion solutions will be 
identified by ranking all suggested solutions based on both the techno-economic 
indices and the environmental assessment results. Finally, the expansion decisions 
will be made on the basis of all the above analysis results.  
After the deregulation of the electric power system, numerous studies focusing on 
the various aspects of the transmission expansion planning in a competitive 
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electricity market were proposed [66], [104], and [105], e.g., simulating the 
electricity market, modeling the electric power system, defining the objective 
functions, etc. The transmission expansion planning process and methodologies 
commonly used nowadays in practices is introduced in [66] and [67]. The whole 
planning process is identified as a multi-objective task with consideration of 
uncertainties and risk situations, and the cost benefit analysis for the economic 
assessment of alternatives is generally used during the planning process [66]. 
 
Figure 3.1. Transmission expansion planning process. 
3.2.2 Cost-benefit analysis approach 
The cost benefit analysis approach was firstly developed from the welfare 
economics theories to help the investment decision in 1930th [106]. Then it was 
applied in the electricity investment area to compare the alternatives of 
hydropower and thermal power plants. Nowadays, it has been widely used as a 
key method in the transmission expansion planning process to identify the 
preferred expansion alternatives among all possible solutions as described in 
Section 3.2.1  
The concept of the cost benefit analysis is to have a complete evaluation and 
understanding of a project’s economics and its influence on the existing system or 
society by comparing all the related costs and potential benefits in monetary terms. 
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Its results can provide supporting information to decision makers, e.g., if the 
project can bring a net gain [107]. Therefore, the key part of this approach is the 
identification of the costs and benefits. In the transmission expansion planning 
process, the costs of a reinforcement project within the whole project life cycle are 
suggested to be considered by ENTSO-E [108]. They generally include the 
material cost, construction cost (e.g., the assembly and dismantling cost, cost for 
temporary solutions which are necessary to realize a project, etc.), administration 
cost (cost for approval procedure), and operation cost, etc.  
The expected benefits from a transmission expansion project are diverse from 
TSOs nowadays after the deregulation of the electric power system. As it is 
mentioned in [66] and [108], they could be the socio-economic welfare (avoided 
generation cost or increased surplus of all market players), the increased energy 
efficiency (avoided power losses), reduction in CO2 emissions, integration of the 
renewable energy resources, improvement of the power supply, improvement of 
the system robustness and flexibility, and so on. Two methods can be used to 
calculate the expected benefits. One is the “Take Out One at the Time (TOOT)” 
method, another is the “Put IN one at the Time (PINT)” method. The TOOT 
method is to exclude the expansion alternatives one by one from the forecasted 
system network and to evaluate the benefits by comparing the results with and 
without the examined alternatives. In contrast, PINT method is to include the 
expansion alternatives one by one into the original system network and evaluate 
the benefits.  
Some drawbacks of the cost benefit analysis approach lie in its application of the 
transmission expansion planning, especially after the deregulation of the power 
system and the environment issues are more and more concerned by the public. It 
can be seen from the potential benefits listed above that most of them are 
conflicting with each other, and some of them are difficult to be monetized. 
Therefore, some benefits cannot be included in the cost benefit analysis. 
Meanwhile, one single indicator from the cost benefit analysis cannot 
comprehensively reflect the effects of one expansion alternative to the power 
system, power market, and the society. To avoid the drawbacks of the cost benefit 
analysis approach, an overall assessment method is suggested by ENTSO-E [108], 
which evaluates the economics of alternatives on the basis of multi-criteria. In 
[66], one more section, the environmental and social assessment is added after the 
traditional techno-economic assessment based on the cost benefit analysis to take 
into account the economical and social issues.  
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Chapter 4  
Proposed Mixed AC/DC Optimal 
Power Flow 
This chapter presents a proposed Mixed ac/dc OPF (M-OPF) on the basis of the 
traditional ac grid OPF incorporating the developed VSC-MTDC model. This M-
OPF model will be used in the evaluation of the benefits from using embedded 
VSC-MTDC in an ac transmission grid. Before the introduction of the M-OPF 
model, a steady-state model of VSC-MTDC is developed. The implementation of 
the M-OPF model in GAMS and MATLAB is shown at the end of this chapter. A 
six bus network is used for the verification of this M-OPF. 
4.1 Modeling of VSC-MTDC 
A general mixed ac/dc system with VSC stations is depicted in Figure 4.1. As can 
be seen, the mixed ac/dc system consists of two major parts: the meshed ac grid 
and the dc grid which are connected by VSC stations at some buses. The ac 
network may represent ac buses, transmission lines, transformers, shunt 
capacitors/reactors, etc. The dc grid includes dc buses, dc cables or overhead lines, 
etc. The dc loads and dc/dc converters used to transfer dc voltages to different 
levels may also be included in the dc network. However, they are not considered 
in this thesis. The configuration of the VSC station shown in Figure 4.1 refers to 
the traditional two- or three-level converter. When MMC with the cascade 
connection modulation method is used, ac filters can be omitted [32], as described 
in Section 2.1.  
4.1.1 Review of Normal Power Flow Calculation of the Mixed ac/dc 
grid 
The conventional ac power flow calculation method uses active and reactive 
power injections from generators as known quantities to calculate variables, e.g., 
bus voltages and angles. When the VSC station is connected to an ac bus via a 
transformer, its active and reactive power outputs are usually controlled at the 
PCC bus by operators as described in Section 2.3.3. Therefore, they are also 
considered as known quantities in the power flow equations. The same concept is 
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applied to the power flow calculation of a meshed dc grid. The dc power injection 
from VSC, (i.e., Pcdc as shown in Figure 4.1), is used as a known quantity to 
calculate the dc bus voltages. If the VSC is treated as a lossless power exchanger, 
the dc power injection (Pcdc) will have the same magnitude but opposite direction 
of the ac power injection (Pc). Therefore, the key point of solving the power flow 
equations of the dc grid is to find the ac power injection (Pc) from the ac side. 
However, the power at the PCC bus (Ppcc and Qpcc) are known, while the power at 
the VSC ac terminal (Pc and Qc) are unknown in the power flow calculation. 
Therefore, in order to solve the power flow equations of a meshed dc grid, the ac 
power (Pc) has to be first calculated on the basis of the controlled ac power at 
PCC bus (Ppcc and Qpcc) and the initial bus voltages or the bus voltages from the 
previous step of the iterative loop when the Newton-Raphson method is used as 
described in [55]. This calculation step would increase the complexity of 
computation burden when included in the OPF model and might lead to 
difficulties in obtaining the solutions from the OPF model.  
 
Figure 4.1. The ac grid with an embedded VSC-MTDC system. 
4.1.2 Proposed Approach for Incorporating the VSC-MTDC in the M-
OPF Model  
As described in Section 3.1.1, the controlled power injections from generators and 
VSC stations to the ac or dc grids are considered as the decision variables in an 
OPF model. When a certain power flow solution is settled and if the transformer 
ratio is fixed, the optimal solution at the PCC bus (i.e., Ppcc, Qpcc, Vpcc, and δpcc) 
will have only one corresponding optimal solution on the converter ac bus (i.e., Pc, 
Qc, Vc, and δc). Therefore, the active and reactive powers flowing from the VSC to 
the converter ac bus (Pc and Qc) can be used as the decision variables in the M-
OPF model, instead of the active and reactive power injections at the PCC bus 
(Ppcc and Qpcc). This yields the fact that pre-calculating the power flow from the 
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PCC bus to the converter ac bus would be unnecessary, which would simplify 
calculations and reduce computation time.  
Thus, the proposed basic approach is described in the following: 
 VSCs function as power sources injecting ac and dc power into two sides 
separately. If the power losses of the VSC were neglected, the injected ac 
and dc active power from VSCs have the same magnitudes but with 
opposite directions.  
 The injected power from VSCs to the ac and dc grids are limited by the 
adopted constraints from both the ac and dc sides, including maximum bus 
voltage limits, maximum valve current limit, etc. 
 The power flow equations of the ac and dc grids are coupled by the active 
power exchange through VSCs. They can be used directly and solved 
simultaneously in the M-OPF model.  
4.2 Mathematic Model of the VSC Station  
The VSC station is modeled in steady state according to the proposed approach 
described above. The VSC station model includes two parts: 1) the power and 
voltage relationships between ac and dc sides; 2) VSC capacity constraints. 
4.2.1 Power and Voltage Relationships between ac and dc Grids 
As discussed above, the VSC is considered as an electric power exchanger. When 
power losses are neglected, the power exchange of the VSC is defined in (4-1),  
 c cdcP P   (4-1) 
In order to avoid the harmonics because of the over-modulation of the VSC, the 
peak value of the phase voltage at the converter ac bus is assumed to be lower 
than the corresponding converter dc bus voltage in this thesis as suggested in [33].  
Thus, the voltage relationship between ac and dc bus of the VSC can be given by 
(4-2): 
  3 2c cdcV V  (4-2) 
If the nominal dc and ac voltages are both set at 1 p.u., equation (4-2) can be re-
written in the per unit form as expressed in (4-3), where the voltage relationship 
factor (kv) is defined by the allowed maximum ac bus voltage.  
 c v cdcV k V  (4-3) 
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If the maximum ac voltage generated by VSC is not same as the allowed 
maximum ac bus voltage for insulation purpose, the voltage relationship factor (kv) 
can be modified based on the lower limit of these two constraints. The voltage at 
the VSC ac bus is limited by (4-4). 
 c cV V  (4-4) 
4.2.2 VSC Capacity Constraints 
The basic constraints of a VSC station have been discussed in Section 2.3.3, i.e., 
the maximum current through VSC valves and the maximum dc voltage. The 
former determines the maximum VSC apparent power limit, and the latter defines 
the VSC reactive power output limit. Usually, VSC constraints are applied at the 
PCC bus as described above. In this OPF model, the VSC constraints at the 
converter ac bus are used because the VSC power exchange at the converter ac 
bus is set as decision variables. 
 Maximum Apparent Power Constraint 
Given the maximum valve current, the apparent power of VSC is given by (4-5): 
 c c vS V I  (4-5) 
Equation (4-5) can be re-written as in (4-6): 
 2 2c c c vP Q V I   (4-6) 
The apparent power range on the VSC power plane defined by (4-6) can be 
plotted as shown in Figure 4.2. 
 Maximum Reactive Power Constraint 
The maximum reactive power constraint of the VSC is defined in (4-7), assuming 
that the conductance of the phase reactor is much smaller than its susceptance. 
  2 c fjc c c frQ B V V V e         (4-7) 
As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the reactive power variation (the dotted red curve) 
inside the circle is quite small compared to the nominal VSC rating (about 3% of 
the nominal VSC rating in this case). To simplify the calculation, the maximum 
reactive power output limit is set as a constant limit, the minimum value of the 
calculated maximum reactive power limits when δc - δf = 0. The maximum 
reactive power constraint of the VSC can be simplified as in (4-8). 
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  2c c c frQ B V V V    (4-8) 
 
Figure 4.2. Example of the VSC power capacity curves with the assumed parameters: vI  
= 1 p.u., Vc = 1 p.u., Vf = 0.9 p.u., Rr = 0.0001 p.u., and Xr = 0.15 p.u.. 
 Minimum Reactive Power Constraint 
The minimum reactive power constraint of the VSC is expressed by (4-9). This 
limit depends on the specific requirement of each project. In this study, it is 
assumed as a fixed value in order to simplify the model, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
The constraint factor (kQ) is, normally, decided by the design of the real project. 
 c Q nomQ k S   (4-9) 
4.3 The Proposed M-OPF model 
This section presents the objective functions and constraints of the proposed 
mixed ac/dc OPF model referred to as M-OPF. It shall be clarified that the 
variables used in the equations of Section 4.2 will be specified with indices in this 
Section. For example, Pc in (4-1) will be presented as Pci in (4-16), which 
indicates the power injection to the bus i. 
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4.3.1 Objective Functions 
 Minimization of Total Generating Cost 
The first objective function considered in the M-OPF model is the minimization of 
the total generation cost as given by (4-10): 
 2
1
Minimize    ) (
NG
ci ci gi ci gi
i
Cost A B P C P

    (4-10) 
 Minimization of Total Transmission Loss 
The second objective function considered in the M-OPF model is the 
minimization of the total active power loss of the mixed ac/dc system as given by 
(4-11): 
 Minimize     loss acloss dcloss vsclossP P P P    (4-11) 
The total active power loss includes three components: 1) active power loss of the 
ac transmission lines; 2) active power loss on dc underground cables; and 3) 
active power losses of VSCs described in the following: 
1) Active power loss of the ac transmission lines can be calculated using (4-12) 
[109]: 
   2 2
1 1
0.5 2 cosacloss ij i j i j i
N N
j
i j
P g V V V V  
 
     (4-12) 
2) Active power loss on dc underground cables can be calculated using (4-13): 
  2
1 1
dc dc dc dc
dc dc
M M
dcloss i j i j
i j
P g V V
 
    (4-13) 
3) Active power loss of VSCs can be expressed as a quadratic function of the 
phase current of VSC valves as shown in (4-14) [110]:  
 2
1
)(vscloss li li vi li vi
i
M
P A B I C I

    (4-14) 
,where the phase current of VSC valves can be calculated using (4-15): 
  2 2 2   vi ci ci ciI V P Q i M     (4-15) 
4.3.2 Constraints 
The two objective functions described above are subjected separately to the same 
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set of technical constraints. 
4.3.2.1 Constraints from the ac System [63]: 
 AC load flow equations:  
The load flow equations of the ac grid are modified by incorporating the active 
power injections from VSCs and the VSC losses as shown in (4-16) and (4-17): 
     
1
     
                                
     
  
c
      
os si
                 
n
gi ci di vsclossi
i ij i j ij i j j
N
j
P P P P
V G B
i N
V   

   
  
 
  (4-16) 
    
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gi ci di
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j j
j
i N
Q Q Q
V G B V   

  
    



  (4-17) 
 Generator active and reactive power limits: 
 P P P   gi gi gi i NG     (4-18) 
 Q Q Q   gi gi gi i NG     (4-19) 
 AC bus voltage limits: 
   i i i iV V V N    (4-20) 
 AC transmission line capacity limit: 
   ,  ij ij ij iS S S N j N      (4-21) 
4.3.2.2 Constraints from the VSC-MTDC System [55], [111]: 
 The dc load flow equations:  
The balanced bipolar VSC configuration is considered as the normal operation 
mode in this study. The dc load flow equations of this configuration may be 
expressed in the following way (4-22): 
 
1
  2
dc dc dc dc dc
dc
i i i j j
j
M
dcP iV G MV

    (4-22) 
 The dc bus voltage limits: 
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dc dc dc di ci iV V V i M    (4-23) 
 The dc transmission line flow limits: 
   ,   dc dcdc ddc c dci j i ji j dc dcP PP i M j M     (4-24) 
4.3.2.3 The Constraints on VSC: 
Specific constraints of the VSC model have been previously introduced in Section 
4.2. The equations (4-1), (4-3), (4-4), (4-6), (4-8), and (4-9) are included in the M-
OPF model. 
4.4 Implementation of M-OPF in GAMS and 
MATLAB  
The proposed M-OPF model is implemented using the General Algebraic 
Modeling System (GAMS) [102] and solved with the nonlinear solver Interior 
Point Optimizer (IPOPT) [112]. MATLAB is employed in data preparation and 
results processing. The structure of the calculation process and the program code 
is shown in Figure 4.3. The data of the electric power system are stored in a 
general form in Excel sheets, including network parameters, generator capacity 
limits, VSC-MTDC parameters, etc. MATLAB reads data from Excel sheets, 
converts them into the format specified by GAMS, and then sends the data to 
GAMS. The M-OPF model is built in GAMS including the objective functions 
and all constraints. GAMS is also used to calculate the Y matrix and define 
decision variables. By calling solvers, the M-OPF model is solved and results are 
obtained. The results of the M-OPF are read from GAMS by MATLAB again, 
converted to readable result data, and then written into Excel sheets. 
It should be noted that the non-linear optimization problem could yield local 
optimum solutions. In order to get better optimum solutions, some popularly used 
solvers, including MINOS, CONOPT, and IPOPT, were tested in solving the M-
OPF model, which will be shown in Section 4.5.3. From the test results, the 
IPOPT solver was proofed to be the best one in solving M-OPF model because it 
gives the best results comparing to the results obtained from other solvers. It uses 
an “interior point line search filter” method [112], and is a commonly used in 
solving large-scale nonlinear optimization problems. The default value of the 
relative convergence tolerance of the algorithm of IPOPT is 10-8.  
On the other hand, the focus in this thesis is on the formulation of the M-OPF 
model rather than on the development of the advanced solution algorithms for the 
global optimum of the non-linear optimization problem. For different (local 
optimal) solutions with the same objective function value, the total benefits 
obtained based on local optimums could be the same, however, the generation 
dispatches and system losses could be different. The focus of the analysis in this 
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thesis is on the total benefits to evaluate the economics of VSC-MTDC 
alternatives which is therefore not affected by this issue. 
 
Figure 4.3. The flow chart of the implemented OPF solving process. 
4.5 Verification using a six-bus network 
In this thesis, the M-OPF model is verified by comparing its OPF results with the 
results from PowerWorld [113] using a modified 6-bus network with an 
embedded VSC-MTDC system.  
4.5.1 Description of 6-bus Network 
The 6-bus system used in the verification of the M-OPF model is described in 
[109]. The system includes two generators, six loads, and two shunt capacitors. 
Figure 4.4 shows the network configuration of this system. The network 
parameters are listed in Appendix B. (Table B-1 and Table B-2). 
In order to embed a VSC-MTDC system, three ac transmission lines are replaced 
with three dc links. Thus, a mixed ac/dc system based on VSC is obtained. Figure 
4.5 shows the modified network, in which the three-terminal VSC-MTDC system 
is included and marked by the red color. Three dc busses are added to the network. 
DC buses are named after the corresponding ac buses. Inside each VSC station, 
two more ac busses are added, the VSC ac terminal bus and the ac filter buss, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1. Three VSC stations are assumed having identical 
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configuration and identical parameters. The parameters of VSC station are listed 
in Table 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.4. Network of six-bus system. 
4.5.2 Verification Method 
The M-OPF model presented in Section 3 incorporates the VSC station model 
with a detailed configuration, and the dynamic constraints are applied in the 
model, e.g., the VSC ac terminal voltage is limited by VSC dc terminal voltage. 
Therefore, there is not commercial software which can be utilized to accurately 
verify the results of the M-OPF model. An approximate verification is done in this 
study to check the correction of power flow results from M-OPF. The mixed ac/dc 
network shown in Figure 4.5 is further simplified by replacing the VSC stations 
with corresponding loads, and removing the dc cables. Therefore, the mixed ac/dc 
network is simplified to an ac network, which can be implemented in commercial 
power system analysis software, e.g., PowerWorld [113]. The power flow results 
of the M-OPF model is approximately verified by comparing them to the results 
from this simplified network simulated in PowerWorld. In order to reduce the 
impact from the losses of dc cables to the power flow results in the M-OPF model, 
the values of dc cable resistance are set to a small value, 0.001 p.u.. Figure 4.6 
shows the simplified network in PowerWorld. Six loads corresponding to 
exchanged power and losses of three VSC stations are marked by blue and green 
frames.  
The results from both M-OPF model and simplified network implemented in 
PowerWorld are shown in tables, from Table 4.2 to Table 4.5. It can be seen that 
the results from two cases, e.g., bus voltages, generator power outputs, and the 
1 23
4 56
Generator Load Shunt capacitor
G1 G2
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power flow on ac lines, are almost same. Therefore, the power flow results of M-
OPF model implemented in GAMS is proofed to be correct. It should be noted 
that this verification method can only verify the correction of the power flow from 
M-OPF, while the optimum of the power flow from M-OPF cannot be proofed. 
 
Figure 4.5.  Mixed ac/dc system with a three-terminal VSC-MTDC system. 
Table 4.1. VSC station parameters 
VSC station parameters 
Snom 1 p.u. Xr 0.15 p.u. Al 0.011 
Sbase 100 MVA Rr 0.0001 p.u. Bl 0.0029 
Vdcnom ± 1 p.u. Bf 0.15 p.u. Cl 0.0037 
vI  1 p.u. Xtr 0.1 p.u.  
  Rtr 0.0001 p.u. 
4.5.3 Performance Test of Different Solvers in Solving M-OPF model 
As discussed in Section 4.4, the proposed M-OPF model is a non-linear 
optimization problem, which could yield local optimum solutions. In order to test 
the performance of nonlinear solvers in solving this M-OPF model, different 
popularly used solvers including MINOS, CONOPT, and IPOPT, are tried to 
solve the M-OPF model in this study. For this six-bus system, the IPOPT solver 
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gives the best results compared to the results obtained from other solvers. The 
comparison of the results from these three solvers is show in Table 4.6. 
 
Figure 4.6. Simplified mixed ac/dc network in PowerWorld. 
 
Table 4.2. Comparison of bus voltage from M-OPF model and PowerWorld 
Bus Voltage 
Bus Num Voltage Magnitude (p.u.) Angle (degree) 
 GAMS PowerWorld GAMS PowerWorld 
1 1.050 1.050 0 0 
2 1.060 1.060 -23.72 -23.76 
3 1.000 1.012 -25.17 -25.20 
4 0.987 0.987 -21.66 -21.65 
5 0.961 0.960 -29.52 -29.54 
6 1.008 1.007 -24.97 -24.98 
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Table 4.3. Comparison of power generation from M-OPF model and PowerWorld 
Power Generation 
Generator Active Power (MW) Reactive Power (Mvar) 
 GAMS PowerWorld GAMS PowerWorld 
G1 434.8 434.6 18.6 19.61 
G2 170.7 170.7 95.3 96.59 
 
Table 4.4. Comparison of power flow from M-OPF model and PowerWorld 
Power Flow 
Transmission 
Line Active Power Flow (MW) Reactive Power Flow (Mvar) 
 GAMS PowerWorld GAMS PowerWorld 
1-4  211.9  211.7  -0.8  -0.6 
1-6  149.8  149.8  0.5  0.7 
2-3  32.4  32.4  40.1  40.6 
2-5  45.6  45.7  26.0  26.7 
6-5  85.8  85.8  20.9  21.0 
 
Table 4.5. Exchanged power from ac to dc side 
Exchanged Power from ac to dc side 
VSC Active Power (MW) Reactive Power (Mvar) VSC Power Loss (MW) 
VSC 1  -47.4  9.4 1.3 
VSC 2  71.2  -3.8 1.5 
VSC 3  -23.8  9.0 1.2 
 
Table 4.6. Comparison of optimal results using three different solvers 
Solver Minimization of Generation Cost 
Minimization of System 
Power Losses 
IPOPT 2.9614+E5 0.2570 
MINOS 3.1976+E5 0.2705 
CONOPT 3.2113+E5 Infeasible  Solution 
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Chapter 5  
Generation Cost Reduction and 
Power Loss Reduction by VSC-
MTDC 
This chapter analyzes the impact on the generation cost and the system power 
losses as a result of embedding VSC-MTDC systems into an ac grid. Case studies 
on the basis of the Nordic 32-bus system using the M-OPF proposed in Chapter 4 
are carried out.  The case study results are presented, and the main reasons 
leading to the reduction of the generation cost and the system power loss are 
analyzed.  
5.1 Nordic 32-bus system and case design 
5.1.1 Nordic 32-bus System and Assumptions  
The Nordic 32-bus system is a benchmark grid representing the fundamental 
features of the Swedish high voltage transmission system [114]. The single line 
diagram of the system is shown in Figure 5.1. As can be seen, the system consists 
of four major areas. The “North” part is the main generation area which is 
dominated by hydro power plants. More than 50% load demand of the whole 
system is located in the “Central” area, while the generation capacity in this area 
is very limited. Thus, the system is characterized by bulk power transmission from 
north to south through two long transmission corridors, which results in high 
transmission losses. Meanwhile, the long transmission lines from the “North” to 
the “Central” area are subject to the voltage instability if the reactive power 
support is not adequate along the transmission line or at the load area. The 
“Southwest” area is loosely connected to the “Central” area through two 
transmission lines, and the “External” area with two busses presents an adjacent 
network connected to this system. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of loads and 
generation capacities in four areas. 
Nordic 32-bus system is developed for the study of transient stability and system 
long-term dynamics. The network data and dynamic models of generators for 
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dynamic analysis are provided. However, system data for the economic analysis 
are not included, e.g., the generation cost coefficients. In this study, all generators 
are classified into four types: hydro plants, nuclear plants, coal thermal plants, and 
other thermal plants. The cost coefficients for each type of generation are 
estimated by using the typical values provided in [115]. The values calculated are 
calibrated using the generation costs of different types in the Nordic countries for 
2003 [116]. Finally, they are further adjusted so that the calculated unconstrained 
market price would be in the current market price range for the Nordic day-ahead 
market [117]. The calculated cost coefficients for all system generators are 
provided in Table 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1. Network topology of Nordic 32-bus system. 
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Figure 5.2. Loads and generation capacities of four areas of Nordic 32-bus system. 
Table 5.1. Calculated Generator Coat Coefficients 
Bus Ac Bc Cc Plant Type 
($) ($/MWh) ($/MW2h)
1012 809 15.4 0.0026 Hydro 
1013 1079 20.5 0.0026 Hydro 
1014 925 17.6 0.0026 Hydro 
1021 1076 20.5 0.0026 Hydro 
1022 1619 30.8 0.0026 Hydro 
1042 2226 49.2 0.0225 Other thermal 
1043 2477 54.8 0.0225 Other thermal 
2032 809 15.4 0.0026 Hydro 
4011 647 12.3 0.0026 Hydro 
4012 809 15.4 0.0026 Hydro 
4021 1439 24.7 0.0026 Hydro 
4031 1349 25.7 0.0026 Hydro 
4042 2070 40.9 0.0048 Nuclear 
4047 2229 44.0 0.0048 Nuclear 
4047 2229 44.0 0.0048 Nuclear 
4051 2070 40.9 0.0048 Nuclear 
4051 2070 40.9 0.0048 Nuclear 
4062 3264 72.2 0.0297 Coal 
4063 3264 72.2 0.0297 Coal 
4063 3264 72.2 0.0297 Coal 
4071 1076 20.5 0.0026 Hydro 
4072 809 15.4 0.0026 Hydro 
 
5.1.2 Definition of the Study Cases 
A total of 19 study cases corresponding to the Base Case (i.e., the original Nordic 
32-bus system) and other 18 cases representing cases with different VSC-MTDC 
configurations were considered in this study. The dc cables of the VSC-MTDC 
system are used to replace corresponding ac transmission lines in each case. The 
motivation behind the definition of these cases is to increase transmission system 
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capability, or replace the high loss ac transmission lines by dc underground cables. 
With the VSC-MTDC system embedded, the transmission system is expected to 
transfer more hydro power from the North to the South in the system and/or some 
heavily loaded ac transmission lines could be relieved. Thus, the total generation 
cost or system power losses could be reduced.  
It shall be noted that this study does not focus on the conversion from ac 
transmission lines to dc cables. The purpose of considering dc cables to replace ac 
transmission lines in case study is to have a base case, which is the original Nordic 
32-bus network. The other cases with VSC-MTDC system can, therefore, be 
compared with the Base Case. Table 5.2 lists all considered cases.  
Table 5.2. VSC-MTDC Systems for Case Study 
Case 
Number 
VSC Location 
 (Connected ac bus) 
Number of 
VSC stations 
Topology 
Type 
Base Case Original Nordic 32-bus system   
Case 1 4032 – 4044(1) 2  
Case 2 4021 – 4032 – 4044 3 Serial 
Case 3 4021 – 4032 – 4031, 4032 – 4044 4 Radial 
Case 4 4011 – 4021 – 4032 – 4044  4 Serial 
Case 5 4022 – 4031 – 4041  3 Serial 
Case 6 4012 – 4022 – 4031 – 4041  4 Serial 
Case 7 4022 – 4031 – 4032, 4031 – 4041 4 Radial 
Case 8 4011 – 4022 – 4031 – 4041  4 Serial 
Case 9 4031 – 4041 – 4044  3 Serial 
Case 10 4031 – 4032 – 4044  3 Serial 
Case 11 4022 – 4031 – 4032 – 4044  4 Serial 
Case 12 4021 – 4032 – 4042 – 4021  3 Ring 
Case 13 4032 – 4042 – 4044 – 4032  3 Ring 
Case 14 4044 – 4045 – 4051  3 Serial 
Case 15 4032 – 4044 – 4045  3 Serial 
Case 16 4021 – 4044 2  
Case 17 4011 – 4021 – 4042  3 Serial 
Case 18 4011 – 4021 – 4042 – 4044 4 Serial 
(1) The bus numbers indicate the ac buses which connects the corresponding VSC stations. In 
addition, one ac transmission line between two buses is replaced by the corresponding dc cable. 
It is assumed that the number of terminals of all VSC-MTDC candidates is limited 
to four and the VSC stations are assumed to be identical. Three types of topology 
of VSC-MTDC candidates were used: “Serial” type means that all VSC stations 
are connected by dc cables in series; “Radial” type means that VSC stations are 
connected by dc cables in a star configuration; “Ring” type means that VSC 
stations are connected by dc cables in a closed loop. Figure 5.3 shows these 
topologies.  
The converter transformer is assumed to have a fixed turns-ratio. The power loss 
of a VSC station at the nominal condition is assumed to be 1% of the nominal 
VSC rating as suggested in [28], referring to the general power loss level of the 
VSC station using MMC. The effects of the other loss values of a VSC station, i.e., 
1.8% for a two-level VSC station and 0.6% for assumed future VSC station loss 
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level, to the generation cost and the system power loss are also tested by means of 
sensitivity analyses. The loss coefficients of a VSC station are derived from the 
"South West Link" HVDC project in Sweden [110], and are scaled to fit the VSC 
rating used in this study. The main parameters of a VSC station are listed in Table 
5.3. 
 
Figure 5.3. Configuration of VSC-MTDC systems of Case-3, Case-8, and Case-12 
 
Table 5.3. Assumed parameters of a VSC station ([7], [110]) 
VSC station parameters 
Snom 1000 MVA Xr 0.02 p.u. Rtr 0.0001 p.u. 
Sbase 100 MVA Rr 0.0001 p.u. Al 0.0625 
Vdcnom ± 300 kV Bf 2 p.u. Bl 0.00165 
vI  10 p.u. Xtr 0.01 p.u. Cl 0.00021 
 
The type of the dc underground cable is selected from [7] according to the VSC 
rating. A type of land cable with the aluminum conductor area of 2000 mm2 is 
used. In order to obtain the lumped resistance of each dc cable, the length of the 
corresponding ac transmission line is estimated based on the resistance of the line 
and the general unit resistance. Thereafter, using the same length of ac 
transmission line, the lumped resistance of the dc cable can be calculated. 
5.2 Generation Cost Reduction Analysis 
5.2.1 Results and Discussions 
The OPFs with the objective of the generation cost minimization were run for all 
the 19 cases (including the Base Case) in the nominal load condition. Figure 5.4 
shows the results which are normalized with respect to the result of the Base Case. 
The results are classified by the configuration type of VSC-MTDC systems.  
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It is clear that the generation costs of modified cases are lower than that of the 
Base Case in most cases, especially the cases with the “Serial” and “Radial” 
topology types of VSC-MTDC. Among all cases, Case 8 shows the lowest 
generation cost, while Case 12 is the worst case. This could be due to the power 
flow feature of Nordic 32-bus system, and the configurations and locations of 
VSC-MTDC systems. As discussed in Section 5.1.1, the hydro power generated in 
the North is cheaper than thermal power generated in the Central and South areas. 
Meanwhile, the capacity of ac transmission lines connecting the North and Central 
areas cannot be fully utilized because of the voltage constraint, which limits 
utilization of the cheap hydro power to decrease the total generation cost. The 
VSC-MTDC system connecting the North and the Central areas can transfer more 
hydro power to the load center, and supplies extra reactive power support to the 
adjacent ac transmission lines to increase their power transmission. Therefore, the 
generation costs can be reduced by using VSC-MTDC systems in most of cases.  
 
Figure 5.4. Normalized generation costs of 20 cases.  
All cases using the “Ring” topology of the VSC-MTDC system show higher 
generation cost due to the fact that all VSC stations have identical ratings. Two dc 
cables are connected to one VSC station in the cases using “Ring” topology type, 
and share the capacity of this VSC station. Therefore, the total capacity of these 
two dc cables is limited by the capacity of the VSC station, and cannot be fully 
utilized. Case 14 shows a higher generation cost than that of the Base Case, and 
also other cases with the same VSC-MTDC system configurations. The reason lies 
in its location. The whole dc network in Case 14 is located in the Central area, 
which cannot transfer more low cost hydro power from the North. Meanwhile, the 
extra power losses introduced by VSC stations aggravate load level in the Central 
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area. Therefore, The VSC-MTDC system in Case 14 shows opposite influence on 
the generation cost reduction. 
The OPFs with the objective to minimize the total generation cost were also run 
with different loading levels. The system load was increased equally at all load 
busses by 0.1 p.u. of each step up to 1.2 p.u.. Figure 5.5 shows the results of the 
generation cost of selected case in different load conditions. The values of 
generation costs are normalized with respect to the corresponding result of base 
case (pure ac grid) in the same load condition, thus, the generation costs of the 
Base Case are always one for all load conditions.  
 
Figure 5.5.  Normalized generation cost of selected cases in different load conditions.  
As can be seen, the normalized generation costs decrease when the system is 
further stressed, which means that more generation costs can be reduced by using 
VSC-MTDC system in a stressed system compared to those of the Base Case. 
Among all cases, the generation costs of Case 8 are always lower than those of 
other cases. Case 12 shows almost same generation cost level for all load 
conditions compared to other cases because of the same reason discussed above. 
Two dc cables connect to one VSC station, and share its capacity. The capacity of 
this VSC station has been fully utilized, and cannot transfer more hydro power 
from the North to the Central area when the system is further stressed. Meanwhile, 
the VSC-MTDC system in Case 12 is located in the right side of two transmission 
corridors, which limits its reactive power support to the ac transmission lines on 
the left side of the corridor.   
The comparison of the base case and Case 8 about the power generation in the 
North and the South areas, and the power transmitted between them are shown in 
Figure 5.6. It can be seen that the active power transmitted from the North to the 
South is increased about 300 MW by using VSC-MTDC. Meanwhile, the power 
generated in the North and the South has the corresponding changes. This is the 
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main reason that more low cost hydro power can be utilized when the VSC-
MTDC system is used in Case 8. 
 
Figure 5.6.  Comparison of power generation and transmission of two cases. 
5.2.2 Impact of the Considered VSC Station Loss Ratio 
The sensitive analysis of the generation cost to different VSC station loss ratios is 
carried out for the selected cases. Figure 5.7 shows the results. The loss ratio of 
the VSC station is reduced from 1.8 % to 0.6 % of the VSC rating in the nominal 
load condition. The loss ratio of 1.8 % is the general used value of a two-level 
VSC station [118], while the loss ratio of 0.6 % is the assumed loss level of the 
future VSC station. As can be seen, the generation costs of all cases decreased 
with the decrease of the VSC station loss ratio. However, when the VSC station 
loss ratio is reduced more than about 60 % from 1.8 % to 0.6 %, the generation 
costs of all these selected cases are only decreased about 0.5 %, which shows that 
the generation cost is not sensitive to the VSC station losses.  
 
Figure 5.7. Normalized power generation cost of selected cases in different VSC station 
loss ratio. 
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5.3 Power loss reduction analysis 
5.3.1 Results and Discussions  
The M-OPF model is applied to the same cases designed in Section 5.1.2 with the 
objective function to minimize the overall system losses. The power losses of all 
cases at the nominal load level are shown in Figure 5.8, which are normalized 
over the power loss of the Base Case.  
 
Figure 5.8.  Normalized system power losses. 
As can be seen from Figure 5.8, 6 of all 18 modified cases have the lower system 
losses than that of the Base Case, and the other cases show opposite results. 
Therefore, it is clear that not all VSC-MTDC systems can help the ac grid to 
reduce the overall system losses even when the ac transmission lines with high 
power losses are replaced by the equivalent dc links. Among all cases, Case 1 and 
Case 4 have the lowest power losses, and Case 14 and Case 3 show the highest 
power losses.  
The detailed results from the seven selected cases are shown in Figure 5.9, Figure 
5.10, and Table 5.4. Figure 5.9 compares the voltages of some selected buses in 
the seven cases. As can be seen, the voltages of selected buses in the Base Case 
are much lower than those of the other four cases (Case 1, 3, 4 and 13). Figure 
5.10 shows the power loss components of the seven cases. It can be seen that the 
total losses through ac lines and dc cables are reduced when the VSC-MTDC 
systems are used. However, VSC stations introduce the extra losses which make 
the overall system losses of some cases higher than that of the Base Case. Table 
5.4 presents the power flow changes of the selected ac lines connecting generation 
and load centers before and after the VSC-MTDC systems are embedded. The 
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transferred power through those heavily loaded ac lines are reduced when dc 
cables are connected in parallel. Thus, their power losses are reduced as well. 
 
Figure 5.9. Comparison of voltages of selected buses in seven cases. 
 
Figure 5.10. Comparison of power losses of selected cases.  
Table 5.4  Comparison of Transferred Power (MW) 
Line Base Case Case 1 Case 3 Case 4 Case 6 Case 13 Case 14 
4044 - 4032 405 687* 540 731* 374 592* 408 
4041 - 4031 (Line 1) 385 331 406 321 578* 331 390 
4041 - 4031 (Line 2) 385 331 406 321 284 331 390 
4041 - 4031 (Total) 770 662 812 643 862 662 781 
4042 - 4021 360 312 336 263 334 306 361 
4042 - 4032 296 170 148 192 269 279* 300 
 The values marked with * are the power flow of dc cables  
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From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the reduction of power losses by 
using VSC-MTDC systems is due to three main reasons: 1) The bus voltages are 
increased by having more reactive power support from VSCs, especially in the 
load area; 2) The power losses of dc links are lower than those of corresponding 
ac lines; 3) The loading levels on ac transmission lines in parallel with the dc links 
are reduced. However, because of the extra losses from VSC stations, the effect of 
VSC-MTDC systems in reduction of system losses depends on the trade-off 
between the reduced power losses from ac transmission lines by embedding dc 
links and the extra losses introduced by VSCs stations. 
The normalized system losses of the selected cases at different load levels are 
shown in Figure 5.11. The system load is increased equally at all load busses by 1 % 
of each increment up to 118 % of the nominal load level. The losses are 
normalized over the corresponding system loss of the Base Case at the same load 
condition, which means that the system losses of the Base Case at all load 
conditions are normalized to 1 p.u..  
It can be seen from Figure 5.11, when stressing the system by evenly increasing 
the load on each buss step by step, the normalized losses of the modified cases 
decreased continually compared to the Base Case, except the Case 13. This is due 
to the fact that more power is needed from the North to meet the increased load 
demand in the South, and the VSC-MTDC systems connecting the North and the 
South areas can share more power flow from parallel ac lines. Therefore, more 
system losses are reduced by the embedded VSC-MTDC system when the system 
is stressed. Case 4 is a typical example showing the power shift from ac lines to dc 
cables according to the data in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.11. In contrast, Case 13 is 
an opposite example due to the “Ring” configuration of the VSC-MTDC system. 
As discussed in Section 5.2, two dc cables connect to one VSC station in Case 13, 
which limits the fully utilization of the transmission capacity of dc cables. When 
the system is stressed, more power is needed to be transferred from the North to 
the Central area through ac transmission lines instead the dc cables. In other words, 
the total system power losses increase when the system load increases. 
5.3.2 Impact of the Considered VSC Station Loss Ratio 
According to the above discussion, the power loss ratios of VSC stations play an 
important role in the reduction of system power losses. To test how the system 
loss will be affected by the VSC power loss ratio, a sensitivity analysis was 
carried out using same four selected cases in the nominal load condition. The VSC 
station loss ratio is decreased from 1.8 % to 0.6 % of the VSC rating, as assumed 
in Section 5.2. The analysis results are shown in Figure 5.12.  
As can be seen the system losses of all six modified cases decrease with the 
decrease of the VSC station loss ratio. When the loss ratio is 1.8 %, the system 
losses of all six cases are higher than that of the Base Case. Therefore, the 
embedded VSC-MTDC system cannot help ac grid to reduce the power losses in 
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such VSC loss ratio level. As already discussed before for the case of VSC loss 
ratio of 1 %, the system losses might be reduced by the embedded VSC-MTDC 
systems in some cases depending on their configurations and locations. If the 
power loss ratio of the VSC station could be further decreased to 0.6 %, the 
system power losses of all four cases are found to be lower than that of the Base 
Case. Especially the VSC-MTDC system in Case 4 can help the ac grid to reduce 
about 10 % of system losses. 
 
Figure 5.11. Normalized power losses of selected cases in different load conditions.  
 
Figure 5.12.  Normalized power losses of some typical cases in different VSC loss ratio.  
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5.4 Summary 
The capabilities of proposed VSC-MTDC systems in the reduction of the system 
generation cost and the transmission losses are analyzed using the proposed M-
OPF model applied to the Nordic 32-bus system. The results show: 
 The reduction of the system generation cost and the transmission losses by 
VSC-MTDC depends, mainly, on the configuration and the location of the 
VSC-MTDC system.  
 The characteristic of the power transmission of the Nordic 32-bus system is 
another important factor which affects the performance of the VSC-MTDC 
systems. The VSC-MTDC systems connecting the generation area in the 
North and the load center in the Central and the South usually can reduce 
the generation cost; VSC-MTDC systems which effectively supply extra 
reactive power support to the load center in the Central area and mitigate 
the heavily loaded ac transmission lines between the North and the Central 
might reduce the power transmission losses.  
 When the transmission system is further stressed, the performances of all 
VSC-MTDC systems are diverse. Most of them can reduce more generation 
cost and power transmission losses, whereas a few of them show opposite 
performance.  
 The power transmission losses are sensitive to the considered VSC loss 
ratio. The transmission losses are further reduced with the decrease of the 
VSC loss ratio. One extreme example is that the transmission losses can be 
reduced by about 10 % in Case 4 by using VSC-MTDC system if the VSC 
loss ratio is about 0.6 %. 
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Chapter 6  
Cost-Benefit Analysis 
In this chapter, a cost-benefit analysis approach using the M-OPF model, 
described in Chapter 4, is proposed to evaluate the benefits of the VSC-MTDC 
systems embedded in an existing ac transmission grid over the planning. This 
approach is applied on the Nordic 32-bus system in which VSC-MTDC system is 
embedded. The benefit-to-cost ratios of the VSC-MTDC alternatives are calculate, 
and are used to rank the alternatives of the VSC-MTDC systems according to 
their economic performance in the case study. The economically preferred VSC-
MTDC candidates with the highest Benefit to Cost (BCR) values were identified. 
Sensitive analyses are also conducted to evaluate the influences of different VSC 
technologies on the benefits. 
6.1 Cost-Benefit approach 
The total economic benefit due to the VSC-MTDC system is defined as the sum of 
the reduction of the system generation cost and the reduction of the cost of the 
active power losses of the system compared to the Base Case without the 
deployment of the VSC-MTDC system. The present value of the total economic 
benefit is calculated for a whole planning period using (6-1).  
   30 4 . . . ..1 2 1 2
1 1
Pr ( )yr p yr p yr p yr pyr yr p
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(6-2) 
The annual system load growth is assumed to be 0.5% over a period of 30 years. 
Each year is divided into four equal periods. The load coefficients of four periods 
are calculated based on typical peak load values for each period in Sweden in 
2011 [117] and are provided in Table 6.1. The coefficients of these periods are 
used to calculate the load level in each period in each year.  
Table 6.1. Load Coefficients 
Period Jan - Mar Apr - Jun Jul - Aug Oct - Dec 
Coefficient 1.00 0.76 0.64 0.84 
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The power price is estimated using unconstrained OPF [109] on the basis of the 
modified system load at season p and year yr. The objective of this unconstrained 
OPF is to minimize the generation cost.  
The calculation process for the total economic benefit is shown in Figure 6.1. In 
the calculation, for each of the candidate VSC-MTDC systems, the M-OPF model 
is executed with the objective function (4-10), i.e., the minimization of the total 
system cost for the base case and for the case with selected VSC-MTDC system. 
Each model run provides the total generation costs and total system losses 
simultaneously for the cases considered. The total loss is converted to the cost of 
total loss by multiplying the power price calculated using the same M-OPF model 
run but without the transmission constraints (unconstrained case). It has been 
assumed that the compensated power due to losses has to be purchased at the 
unconstrained market price. The difference between the total costs in the two 
cases with and without VSC-MTDC represents the economic benefits of each 
alternative considered. The BCR as expressed in (6-3) is calculated for each of the 
candidate VSC-MTDC systems.  
 /B C R T B In v  (6-3) 
 The investment cost of the VSC-MTDC system, including the cost of VSC station 
equipment and DC cables for each case, is estimated by linearly scaling the 
investment of one project presented in [119] and shown in Table 6.2. The 
maintenance cost of VSC-MTDC is not taken into account. 
Table 6.2. Unit Cost of VSC Station and DC Cable 
Item Unit Cost Device Parameter 
VSC station 1 station 283 M$ 1000 MVA, ±300 kV 
HVDC Cable 1 km 0.7 M$ Land cable, 2000 mm2, ±300 kV 
 
6.2 Cost-Benefit analysis 
The case study to evaluate the economics of all VSC-MTDC candidates using the 
proposed cost-benefit approach are carried out using the same cases designed in 
Section 5.1. The discount rate used in this study is assumed to be 8 %. The 
selection of the discount rate is a rather complex issue involving the weighted 
average cost of capital and the risks of the projects. As suggested in [120], the 
lower discount rate would often be chosen for the low risk project (could be 
smaller investment) while the higher discount rate would be chosen for the high 
risk project (could be larger investment). The VSC station power loss ratio at the 
nominal condition is assumed to be 1 % of the nominal VSC rating as suggested 
in [28]. The calculated total benefits of all the cases are shown in Figure 6.2. It is 
noted that the results are calculated for 30 years. 
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Figure 6.1.  The proposed approach for the total economic benefit calculation. 
As can be seen in Figure 6.2, 11 out of 18 modified cases have shown positive 
total benefits from using VSC-MTDC systems. The cases with high total benefits 
correspond to the “serial” topology type of VSC-MTDC, while all the cases using 
the ring topology of the VSC-MTDC system show negative benefits. This could 
be due to the fact that the same rating is used for all VSC stations. When two dc 
links are connected to one VSC station in the cases using ring topology type, they 
are limited by the capacity of that VSC station. Therefore, the capacity of these 
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two dc links cannot be fully utilized. Case 8 appears to have the highest total 
benefit because it has the highest reduction in total generation cost, even though it 
has the negative reduction cost of power loss (i.e., increase in the cost of loss). 
This might be attributed to the fact that the VSC-MTDC system in Case 8 
connects the generation area in the North with the load area in the South. Since the 
power flow through the dc links in this case is controlled at their highest capacities, 
the total power transmission from North to South is increased compared to that in 
the Base Case with only ac transmission lines. Therefore, the total generation cost 
is reduced because more hydro power generation can be used. On the other hand, 
the VSC station introduces more power loss with the transmission of high power 
which results in higher system power loss in this case than that of the Base Case.  
 
Figure 6.2. The present value of the reduction of generation cost, the reduction of costs of 
power loss, and the total economic benefit.  
Figure 6.3 shows the calculated “Benefit-to-cost” ratios (BCRs) for all cases. The 
BCRs reflect the economic performance of the alternatives considered in terms of 
system cost reduction for every dollar of investment.  
It can be seen in Figure 6.3 that Case 5, Case 8, and Case 11 have the highest 
BCR which are, therefore, the preferred cases from an economic benefits 
perspective. It is interesting to see that even though the total benefits of Case 5 
and Case 11 are lower than that of Case 8, the low investment costs of these two 
cases make them having the same BCRs as Case 8. However, the BCRs for all 
cases are found to be lower than one and some of them are even negative, which 
means the total benefits considered in this study by utilizing VSC-MTDC are 
lower than its investment cost. It should be noted that this study focuses on 
analyses in the steady state. The other technical benefits in dynamic state, 
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including the improvement of system controllability and dynamic performance, 
are beyond the scope of the present study. In addition, the transmission charge 
could be considered a source of income from the project. This will be subject of 
future work. If such benefits could be considered, it should be expected that the 
BCRs would be much higher. Therefore, BCR is only one of the “performance 
indicators” which should be considered in selecting VSC-MTDC projects. 
 
Figure 6.3. The Benefit-to-Cost Ratios of VSC-MTDC candidates. 
In order to understand how the results, i.e., the total benefits, would vary with 
changes of the economy and the technologies of VSC-MTDC systems, sensitivity 
analyses have been performed with regard to the changes in the discount ratio, the 
nominal capacity and the VSC losses for the three selected Cases 5, 8, and 11. 
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 shows the changes of the reduced generation cost, 
reduced power loss cost, total benefit and BCR values with three different 
discount ratios. As can be seen, when the discount ratio changes from 8% to 5%, 
the reduction of generation costs and the reduction of power loss costs in all the 
three cases increase by about 36% on average, which results in the respective 
changes of the total benefit. On the contrary, all these values decrease by about 16% 
when the discount ratio increases from 8% to 10%. Meanwhile, the investment 
costs of VSC-MTDC systems in this study won’t be affected by the discount ratio 
since they are considered as one-time investment. Therefore, the BCR values of 
the three cases shown in Figure 6.5 still have almost the same values with 
different discount ratios.  
Figure 6.6 shows the changes of total benefits of the three cases with regard to the 
changes of the VSC station nominal capacity and its loss ratio. As can be seen, 
when the capacity of the VSC-MTDC system is increased by 20%, from 1000 
MW to 1200 MW (the dc cable conductor area is changed to 2200 mm2), the total 
benefits for all the three cases are increased by about 50% when the VSC loss is 1% 
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of the nominal VSC capacity, and by about 75% or 45% when the VSC loss is 1.8% 
or 0.6%, respectively. When the VSC loss ratio is increased to 1.8%, the total 
benefits for all the three cases are decreased by about 35% for the VSC capacity 
of 1000 MVA. However, if the VSC loss ratio could be reduced to 0.6%, the total 
benefits of these three cases could be increased by about 15%. The BCRs have not 
been calculated in the sensitivity analyses because the estimation of the costs of 
the VSC having lower losses (e.g., 0.6%) is not determined yet. It is clear that 
Case 8 still remains the preferred alternative for the VSC-MTDC system.  
 
Figure 6.4. Changes in reduced generation cost, reduced power loss cost, and total benefit 
with different discount ratio. 
 
 
Figure 6.5. Changes in benefit-to-cost ratio (BCR) with different discount ratio. 
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Figure 6.6. Changes in the total benefit with different VSC station capacities and loss 
ratios 
6.3 Summary 
In this chapter, a cost-benefit analysis approach of the VSC-MTDC systems 
embedded in the ac transmission grid is proposed using the extended OPF model 
incorporating VSC-MTDC system. A case study has been carried out using the 
Nordic 32-bus system. The benefit-to-cost ratios of the VSC-MTDC alternatives 
were calculated. The economically preferred VSC-MTDC systems with the 
highest BCR values were identified. The case study results showed that the 
systems with relatively high benefits may not necessarily have the high BCR 
values. To gain a more comprehensive picture of the total benefits rendered by 
VSC-MTDC projects, additional technical benefits have to be evaluated and will 
be the subject of further investigations, e.g., utilizing the independent control of 
active and reactive power of the VSC stations. 
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Chapter 7  
Conclusions and Future Work 
This chapter summarizes the research work in this thesis, and provides 
conclusions and findings of the study results. The future work in this thesis is also 
described.  
7.1 Conclusions 
The thesis has focused on the analysis of the potential benefits provided by 
embedded VSC-MTDC systems at the steady-state operation of the transmission 
grid. The potential benefits were identified as reduction of the generation cost and 
transmission losses. The following models and approach were developed to 
evaluate the possible benefits, and therefore to assess the economics and 
performance of the VSC-MTDC systems embedded in a traditional ac 
transmission grid.  
 A detailed steady-state model of the VSC-MTDC system. The dc power 
flow equations were included in the model and the VSCs were treated as 
the power “exchanger” between ac and dc grids. The fundamental technical 
limits of VSC (the maximum VSC valve current and the maximum dc 
voltage) were used as the operation constraints of VSC stations.  
 A Mixed ac/dc grid Optimal Power Flow (M-OPF) model for the mixed 
ac/dc grid based on the VSC-MTDC systems. The traditional ac OPF 
model was extended to incorporate the developed steady-state VSC-MTDC 
model. Two objective functions of the M-OPF model were minimization of 
the generation cost and minimization of the transmission losses. The 
constraints of ac grid and VSC-MTDC systems were adopted, and ac and 
dc power flow equations can be solved simultaneously. 
 A cost-benefit approach using M-OPF model as a calculation “engine” is 
proposed to evaluate the economics of different VSC-MTDC alternatives 
which are considered in the transmission expansion planning. In this 
approach, the benefit is defined as the sum of the avoided generation cost 
and avoided cost of transmission losses by using VSC-MTDC system. The 
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cost includes the investment cost of the underground dc cables and the VSC 
stations. The Benefit-to-Cost Ratio (BRC) is used to rank the economics of 
all VSC-MTDC system alternatives, which has led to identification of the 
preferred candidate.  
Case studies were carried out using the proposed M-OPF model and Nordic 32-
bus system to analyze the capability of VSC-MTDC systems in reduction of the 
generation cost and the transmission losses. The cost-benefit analysis using the 
proposed cost-benefit approach was conducted as well using the same study cases 
to evaluate the economics of all VSC-MTDC alternatives. The main results from 
the case studies can be concluded as follow: 
 VSC-MTDC systems might lead to reductions in generation cost and 
transmission losses depending on their configurations and locations. 
 The reduction in generation cost is mainly due to the facts that VSC-
MTDC systems can supply higher transmission capacity compared to the 
corresponding ac transmission lines, and increasing the transmission 
capacity of the ac transmission lines by providing reactive power support 
from VSC stations. Therefore, the utilization of the low cost generations is 
enhanced, and the total generation cost is reduced.  
 The reduction in system transmission losses is a trade-off result between 
the reduced power losses from ac transmission lines by embedding VSC-
MTDC systems and the extra losses introduced by VSC stations. The 
losses of ac lines could be reduced by increasing bus voltages because of 
the reactive power support from VSC stations and by mitigating their 
heavy power flow by the parallel dc cables. However, in some cases, the 
power losses of VSC stations are relatively high compared to the reduced 
ac transmission losses which make the total system power losses even 
higher than the original ac transmission system.  
 The total benefits from using VSC-MTDC systems also depend on the 
configurations and the locations of the VSC-MTDC alternatives. This is 
because they are dominated by the avoided generation cost in most of 
cases. On the other hand, when considering both benefits and investment 
costs, the VSC-MTDC alternatives with relatively high benefits may not 
necessarily have the high BCR values.  
 Sensitive analyses show that the transmission losses and total benefit are 
sensitive to the power loss ratios of VSC stations. If VSC station loss ratio 
could be lowered to 0.6% in the nominal condition, the total system loss 
could be reduced by 10% in one study case, and the total benefit would be 
increased by about 70% in another case.  
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7.2 Future work 
The thesis focused on the benefit evaluation from using embedded VSC-MTDC 
systems in the steady state. The evaluated benefits include the avoided generation 
cost and the avoided transmission losses. However, these are only a small part of 
the benefits rendered by VSC-MTDC systems. To obtain a more complete picture, 
the benefits evaluation should be put into a wider framework of the electric power 
market, in which the social welfare could be an assessment index of VSC-MTDC 
alternatives. Meanwhile, the benefits provided by VSC-MTDC systems in 
dynamic operation of the electric transmission grid are other crucial aspects which 
should be evaluated and accounted into the total benefit. For example, the fast 
response of both the active and reactive power control of VSC-MTDC systems 
can improve the transient and voltage stability of the system operation. Therefore, 
the following aspects are some of the recommendations for future work. 
 Improve the M-OPF model by adding other constraints, e.g., the voltage 
stability constraints. Thus, the system operation can be more realistically 
simulated, and more reasonable results can be obtained.  
 Combine the electric power market model and the M-OPF model to 
evaluate the benefits from VSC-MTDC systems in terms of the social 
welfare. For example, the impact of VSC-MTDC systems on mitigating 
the transmission congestion, and therefore reducing the social cost.  
 Investigate the dynamic interaction between ac and VSC-MTDC systems 
to understand the benefits from using VSC-MTDC systems in the 
improvement of the system stability and reliability.  
 Propose an operation strategy for the mixed ac/dc transmission grid on the 
basis of the VSC-MTDC system.  
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Appendix B. Parameters of the 6-bus 
System 
Table B-1. Generation and load data 
Bus Generation Capacity, MW 
Generator Cost 
Characteristic, $/hr
Load 
(MW+jMVAr) Voltage, p.u. 
Reactive 
support, 
MVAr 
1 100 ≤ P1 ≤ 400 P1 + 8.5 P1 +5 48.75 + j 13.00 1.05 -20 ≤ Q1 ≤ 300
2 50 ≤ P2 ≤ 200 3.4P2 + 25.5 P2 +9 61.75 + j 19.50 0.06 -20 ≤ Q2 ≤ 150
3 - - 52.00 + j 26.00 0.9 ≤ V3 ≤ 1.1 - 
4 - - 74.75 + j 20.80 0.9 ≤ V4 ≤ 1.1 0 ≤ Q4 ≤ 100 
5 - - 84.50 + j 22.75 0.9 ≤ V5 ≤ 1.1 - 
6 - - 35.75 + j 16.25 0.9 ≤ V6 ≤ 1.1 0 ≤ Q6 ≤ 100 
Total   550 + j 177.45   
 
Table B-2. System network data 
From Bus to Bus Resistance, R (in p.u.) 
Reactance, X 
(in p.u.) 
Line Charging, yi,j/2 
(in p.u.) 
1 - 4 0.0662 0.1804 0.003 
1 - 6 0.0945 0.2987 0.005 
2 - 3 0.0210 0.1097 0.004 
2 - 5 0.0824 0.2732 0.004 
3 - 4 0.1070 0.3185 0.005 
4 - 6 0.0639 0.1792 0.001 
5 - 6 0.0340 0.0980 0.004 
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